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Related topics
Optical pumping, spontaeous emission, induced emission,
inversion, relaxation, optical resonator, resonator modes,
polarization, frequency doubling.

Principle and task
The rate equation model for an optically pumped four-level
laser system is determined. As lasing medium, a Nd-YAG
(Neodymium-Yttrium Aluminium Garnet) rod has been select-
ed which is pumped by means of a semiconductor diode
laser.
The IR-power output of the Nd-YAG laser is measured as a
function of the optical power input and the slope efficiency as
well as the threshold power are determined.
Finally, a KTP-crystal is inserted into the laser cavity and fre-
quency doubling is demonstrated. The quadratic relationship
between the power of the fundamental wave and the beam
power for the second harmonic is then evident.

Equipment
Basic set optical pumping 08590.93 1
Sensor f. measurem. of beam power 08595.00 1
Nd-YAG laser cavity mirror/holder 08591.01 1
Laser cav.mirror frequ. doubling 08591.02 1
Frequ. doubling crystal in holder 08593.00 1
Filter plate, short pass type 08594.00 1
Digital multimeter 07134.00 1
Oscilloscope, 20 MHz, 2 channels 11454.93 1
Screened cable, BNC, l 750 mm 07542.11 3

Problems
1. Set up the Nd-YAG laser and optimize its power output –

see experiment 2.6.08 “Optical pumping”.

2. The IR-power output of the Nd-YAG laser is to be measured
as a function of the pump power. The slope efficiency and
the threshold power are to be determined.

3. Verify the quadratic relationship betweenthe power of the
fundamental wave, with l = 1064 nm, and the beam power
of the second harmonic with l = 532 nm.

Set-up and procedure
Fig. 1 shows the experimntal set-up of the Nd-YAG laser. Fig.
2 and Fig. 3 show schematic representations of the Nd-YAG
laser and the set-up for frequency doubling.
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Fig. 1: Experimental set-up of the Nd-YAG laser system.

Fig. 2: Nd-YAG laser (schematic).

Caution: Never look directly into a non attenuated laser beam



The laser mirror I is remounted on the optical bench while the
PIN-detector K is brought into its position (Fig. 2) and con-
nected to the oscilloscope. The modulator in unit A is swit-
ched on.
The filter J1 is put in front of the detector K so that only IR-pul-
ses can be detected by K.
The oscilloscope is brought to its most sensitive range.

The distance between the modules G and I should not exceed
50 mm. In order to ensure that the pump light is perfectly fo-
cused into the Nd-YAG rod, adjust collimator C and focus lens
F. Collimator C should produce a parallel beam. Initially, it suf-
fices to align the laser mirror I perpendicular to the optical axis
just by sight. It is approximately aligned when the movable
adjustment plate on the mirror holder is adjusted so that it is
parallel to the fixed base plate. Please do not forget that the
surfaces of the mirror and of the Nd-YAG rod must be careful-
ly cleaned by using aceton and lens paper.
The diode laser is then switched on and the current is set to
the maximum possible value while a value of about 32°C is
chosen for the temperature.

By means of the micrometer screws, modules G and I are
then adjusted till the Nd-YAG laser begins to oscillate. The
output power can be optimized by observing the IR-pulses on
the oscilloscope while acting on the micrometer screws. Opti-
mization may also be reached by a slight adjustment of focus-
ing lens F. PIN detector K is then replaced by power meter O.
For the demonstration of the frequency doubling, the mirror of
module I with a transmission of 1.7% is replaced by a mirror
of 0.02% transmission. This is a necessity, since frequency
doubling can only occur if the IR-radiation intensity is suffi-
ciently high within the laser cavity.
The Nd-YAG laser modified in this way is readjusted and opti-
mized in its output power.
The KTP-crystal is then introduced into the cavity as shown in
Fig. 3. Its position should be quite near to the Nd-YAG rod.
The crystal can be rotated on its axis, tilted, and also moved
in the X and Y directions. The KTP-crystal must be adjusted to
provide the best phase matching, and thus producing the best
conversion efficiency.
Depending on how well the doubling crystal has been adjust-
ed, a green beam will be emitted from the laser output.
The intensity of the green light can be measured with the
power meter O and the filter plate J2 in front of it.
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A Control unit for semiconductor laser

B Semiconductor laser unit with internal Peltier-
Cooler

C Collimator lenses set (f = approx. 6 mm)

D Chopper for laser beam with DC-motor, now
included in A

E Beamsplitter with high transmission for semi-
conductor laser beam, now included in A

F Focusing lens, (f = approx. 50 mm)

G Nd-YAG crystal, in holder, one side with 
AR-coating/mirror

H Frequency doubling crystal (KTP) in holder

I Laser cavity mirror in holder, type of mirror
changeable

J1 Filter-plate, long pass type, transmission for
> 850 mm

J2 Filter-plate, short pass type, transmission for
< 550 mm

K PIN-diode detector head with internal battey
(9 V)

L Oscilloscope 20 MHz, 2 channels, sens.:
5 mV/unit

N Multimeter with amplifier;

O Sensor head for beam power measuring
(silicon-diode)

P Mounting plate for rail and components

It must be pointed out that the semiconductor diode laser
(pump laser) must remain tuned to the strongest absorption
line – at 808.4 nm – when performing the power measure-
ments of the Nd-YAG laser. Since the injection current and the
temperature (wavelength) cannot be modified independently,
the characteristic curve, “injection current versus temperatu-
re” for l = 808.4 nm, first has to be traced.

This is done by eliminating the laser cavity mirror I and insert-
ing the power meter O. For each variation of the injection cur-
rent, the fluorescent power of the Nd-YAG rod, detected by O,
is then brought to a maximum by adjustment of the tempera-
ture. The characteristic curve recorded in this way will be used
later on to ensure a permanent absorption maximum for any
type of injection current.
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Fig.4: Principle of the four-level laser.

Fig. 3 : Frequency doubling in Nd-YAG laser (schematic).
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Theory and evaluation
The principle of a four-level Nd-YAG laser system is shown in
Fig. 4.
Under radiation of light (optical pumping), transitions from
ground state 1 to the upper level 4 occur. The reversed pro-
cesses from state 4 to state 1 are prevented by very fast tran-
sitions from state 4 to state 3 without radiation. The laser tran-
sition takes place from level 3 into level 2 which is not ther-
mally occupied. From here the Nd atoms relax again back to
ground state 1.

W14 = probability of absorbing a pump
photon

S43 = probability of relaxation from state
4 to state 3 for each particle

S32 = probability of the spontaneous
emission of a photon

W32 = probability of the induced emission
of a photon

W23 = probability of the induced absorp
tion of a photon

S21 = probability of relaxation from state
2 to state 1

The irradiation by light, which leads to the population of an
otherwise empty state, is termed optical pumping. The emp-
tying of a level occurs either with the emission of photons or
without radiation. Transitions without radiation take place due
to mechanical interactions such as shock or vibrations and
they are also designated as relaxation. The number of transi-
tions without radiation per second is termed the relaxation
rate. Transitions in which photons are emitted occur sponta-
neously or are induced. Spontaneous transitions also occur
without pumping processes. However, induced emissions
only occur if a pumping process takes place.
Rates are also stated here, one rate for spontaneous emission
and another one for induced emission. Each state which can
interact with one or more other states is labelled with this type
of rate.
However, in Fig. 4 showing the principle, only the transition
probabilities that are significant for the pump and laser pro-
cesses are indicated.

All the designated levels are populated to some extent due to
pumping. The extent to which each state is populated is given
by the Nd atoms which are in the relavent state of excitation:

State 1 N1

State 2 N2

State 3 N3

State 4 N4

Under the realistic assumption made in this example that the
Nd atoms only pass through the labelled excitation states, the
sum of the population densities gives the Nd atoms which are
available.

N0 = N1 + N2 + N3 + N4

The desired laser oscillation can then, however, only be
achieved if an adequate population inversion can be obtain-
ed between states 3 and 2. The conditions under which laser
excitation occurs, together with how the laser behaves, can
be predicted by a model of the rate equations.
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The model describes the situation in a very simple but exact
manner. Each of the constituent levels is regarded as a reser-
voir to which or from which “particles” flow. The “particles”
represent the Nd atoms in their corresponding states of exci-
tation. This method is used for each constituent state. Particle
streams flowing to the level are given a positive sign, those
flowing away are given a negative sign. The number of excited
atoms per unit of time in state 3 is:

dN3/dt/p= h · W14 · N1 = Wp · N1 pump rate

h is the pumping efficiency. The transition from state 4 should
occur so fast that the laser output level 3 is pumped imme-
diately afterwards and the extent to which state 4 is occupied
is therefore N4 0.

Another process affecting state 3 is spontaneous emission:

dN3/dt/s = – G · N3 spontaneous rate,

where G = 1/ts · ts is the mean life of a photon before it is
spontaneously emitted.

Finally, the induced prdcesses occurring between states 3 and
2 under the influence of the laser field must also be consider-
ed. The relevant rates are proportional to the difference in the
population numbers N2 and N3 and to the photon density p of
the laser field. The effective cross-sectional area s, for the
emission or absorption of a photon arises as a constant of
proportionality:

dN3/dt/i= s · c · p · (N2 –N3) induced rate

c = velocity of light

Therefore the variation in the population density of level 3 with
respect to time can be described as the sum of the separate
rates:

dN3/dt = s · c · p · (N2 –N3) –G · N3 + Wp · N1

Furthermore, the assumption is made that the transition from
state 2 to state 1 is also so fast that only very few of the par-
ticles accumulate in state N2 and therefore N2 ' 0. The total
number N0 of Nd atoms is therefore:

N0 = N1 + N3.

Since N0 is constant, dN0/dt = 0 and then dN1/dt = – dN3/dt.
In total then, in the ground state, the variation of the popula-
tion density N1 with respect to time is:

dN1/dt = – s · c · p · (N2 –N3) + G · N3 – Wp · N1.

It is important for the later laser process to know how the pho-
ton density on the laser transition 3 to 2, which is under con-
sideration, varies with respect to time. With each “induced”
absorption process, a photon is annihilated, and a photon is
created with each induced emission process.

dp/ dt/i = –s · c · p (N2 –N3). induced

Once created, a photon density level does not remain in a
resonator, instead it reduces with the time constant hph
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because photons are output at the mirrors or are lost in other
ways.

dp I dt /v = –p/tph losses

The complete variation of the photon density with respect to
time is:

dp/dt = p · (s · c · (N3 – N2) – 1/tp).

The population inversion N3 – N2 is designated as n for simpli-
fication. The variation of the population inversion with respect
to time is obtained by the following expression:

dn/dt = - s · c · p · n - G · n + Wp (N1 – n) (1)

and for the photon density:

dp/dt = p · (c · s · n –1/tp) (2)

The differential equations (1) and (2) form a pair of coupled
conditional equations for the two unknown functions n (t ) and
p(t ). The equations are nonlinear because they both contain
the term p · n. Analytical solutions are not known and one has
to rely on computerized solutions.

When the system is in the state of equilibrium, i.e. for steady-
state laser operation, the values for dn/dt and dpldt are equal
to zero.
In this case, an expression for the population inversion is
obtained immediately:

n = N0 · Wp/(c · s · p + Wp + G).

When the laser is operated below or just at the threshold, no
photon field is formed (p = 0). In this case, Wp << G and the
threshold inversion is:

n/p=0 = n0 = N0 · Wp/G

This equation states that a four-level laser produces an inver-
sion immediately on pumping. This is a particular advantage
as opposed to other laser systems. Unfortunately, neither the
photon density nor the pumping rate are directly accessible by
measurement. However, the photon density is coupled to an
easily measured quantity, i.e. the power applied in the pump-
ing process. If the relationships between the photon density p
and the corresponding intensity, as well as the resonator out-
put and loss characteristics are considered, the output power
Pa of a fourlevel laser can be obtained [1]:

Pa = h · (E32 /E41) · T · (T + L)–1 · (Pp – Pth) (3)

In this equation, E32 signifies the energy gap between states 3
and 2 (laser wavelength), E41 is the energy gap between sta-
tes 4 and 1 (pump wavelength), T is the transmission of the
output mirror, L is the loss in the resonator due to dispersion,
absorption or refraction. Pp is the pump power and Pth is the
threshold pump power.
Above the threshold pump power Pth, the output power of the
laser increases linearly with the pump power. The slope a of
the straight line (Fig. 5) is one of the most important parame-
ters of a laser and is termed the slope efficiency.

s = h · (E32/E41) · T · (T + L)–1 (4)

The quantity E32/E41 is also known as the laser quantum effi-
ciency. It gives the energy ratio of a laser photon to the pump
photon. For the Nd-YAG laser pumped by a diode laser, this
is, for example, 810 nm/1064 nm = 0.76. The value h is the
quantum yield, but unfortunately both quantities are common-
ly known as the quantum efficiency.

For the laser designer, it is important to obtain the highest
possible output power at the highest possible efficiency.
Another important feature is that the transmission T for the
resonator output mirror must be selected as large as possible,
according to equation 4. However, this has the consequence
that the threshold pump power Pth increases and the output
power reduces according to equation 3. A compromise be-
tween equations 3 and 4 must therefore be found.

In the present case, a slope efficiency of 30% was found. The
threshold power was determined to be 57 mW. For measuring
Pa and Pp, the chopper D and beam splitter E must be
ignored in Fig. 2. The power meter O was positioned between
collimator C and focusing lens F for measuring Pp. For this
reason, the injection current of the semiconductor diode laser
was increased in steps of 50 mA, beginning with an injection
current of 200 mA.
In plotting Fig. 5, a 28% power loss was accounted for due to
the presence of the focusing lens (8%) and the Nd-YAG rod
entry (20%).
The Nd-YAG laser output power Pa was measured with the
power meter O in the position of the PIN detector K. For this
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Fig. 5: Nd-YAG laser power output as a function of the pump
power l = 808.4 nm.
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reason, the injection current of the semiconductor diode laser
was changed in the same way as before. At the same time, the
temperature was continuously adjusted to ensure that the
absorption within the Nd-YAG rod remained within the maxi-
mum for l = 808.4 nm.
Here, a 40% loss of IR-radiation caused by the filter J1 was
anticipated while performing Fig. 5.

The propagation of light in material is described by the two
frequency dependent optical constants, the refractive index n
and the absorption coefficient a. In normal linear optics, these
quantities are independent of the intensity of the incident light.
Reflection, refraction, propagation velocity and the weakening
of the light are therefore constant for a given medium, and
they are not dependent on the light intensity. This leads to two
important principles which are applied throughout optics: the
principles of optical superposition (interference) and the con-
servation of frequency.

These two assumptions only apply for relatively low light
intensities, as supplied by normal light sources. With the high
intensities of the laser, the superposition principle does not
apply, nor does the conservation of frequency. Linear optics is
therefore only a special case for low light intensities.

For a clear explanation of the interaction of light with material,
it is helpful to imagine that the electrons are particles bound
elastically to the nucleus. An electric field will deflect the elec-
tron out of its quiescent state, so producing a dipole. If the
electric field is periodic, then the deflection (polarization) is
also periodic and the dipole radiates with the same frequency
as the electric field which has produced it. The polarization is
therefore the basis for radiation in a medium. If the irradiating
electric field becomes more intense, then the deflection of the
electrons also increases.

The deflection depends not only on the field strength, but also
on the spring constant of the bond binding the electron to the
nucleus (susceptibility). If the field strength or susceptibility is
high enough, the deflection is so large that the relationship
between the force and the deflection is no longer linear. This
is analogous to the deflection of a spring outside the range of
proportionality (Hooke’s Law). The polarization now contains a
frequency component which was not present in the excitation
field strength.

Since the polarization is the requirement for electromagnetic
oscillation and is no longer harmonic, light waves are now pro-
duced with frequencies which are not contained in the excita-
tion light. A Fourier analysis shows that, in this case, another
oscillation occurs with double frequency as well as the funda-
mental oscillation.
If, for example, the beam of the Nd-YAG laser is radiated into
a suitable doubling crystal, a beam at 532 nm, easily visible to
the eye in the green region, is produced as well as the funda-
mental wave at 1064 nm. If the intensity of the green beam is
high enough, this can in turn be converted to UV polarization
at 266 nm using another crystal. Limits are only set by availa-
bility of suitable doubling crystals.

A quadratic relationship exists between the power Pf of the
fundamental wave and the beam power P2 f of the second har-
monic.

P2 f ; Pf
2

In verifying this relationship, the injection current of the diode
laser can be taken as proportional to Pf. P2 f is measured with
the power meter O and expressed in microampères.
Fig. 6 shows the experimental results.

[1] Wulfhard Lange
Einführung in die Laserphysik
Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft Darmstadt
ISBN 3-534-06835-1
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Fig. 6: Relationship between the power of the second harmo-
nic P2 f and the power of the fundamental wave Pf.
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